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QUESTION 52 

An administrator deployed an ONTAP cluster and configured AutoSupport to use HTTPS. You notice that AutoSupport is not sending triggered messages. In 

this scenario, what are two areas to validate? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify the Network Time Protocol (NTP) configuration. 

B. Verify that the node management LIF is routable. 

C. Verify that the Service Processor (SP) is routable. 

D. Verify the DNS configuration. 

Correct Answer: AD 

QUESTION 53 

What is NVRAM used for when a node performs a takeover? 

A. The NVRAM contains all the outstanding write operations that were pending to the node that was taken over. 

B. The NVRAM contains only the metadata operations that were pending to the node that was taken over. 

C. The NVRAM contains only the Snapshot copies that were pending to the node that was taken over. 

D. The NVRAM contains all the outstanding read operations that were pending to the node that was taken over. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation/Reference: 

QUESTION 54 You deploy an AFF storage system that is 

running ONTAP 9.5. 

In this scenario, which three features are enabled by default? (Choose three.) 

A. inline adaptive compression 

B. inline secondary compressionC. postprocess compression 

D. aggregate-level deduplication 

E. inline data compaction 

Correct Answer: ABE 

QUESTION 55 

Click the Exhibit button. 



 

Users complain that they are experiencing problems accessing production data due to timeouts. You review the QoS output for a volume that handles the manufacturing production data. 

Referring to the exhibit, which command would help to identify the problem? 

A. statit 

B. storage disk show 

C. storage failover show 

D. disk show 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

 

Reference: https://kb.netapp.com/app/answers/answer_view/a_id/1031202/~/how-to-troubleshoot-performance-issues-in-both-clustered-data-ontap-and-data 

QUESTION 56 Users are complaining about slow file access. You suspect that the ONTAP cluster is 

causing the problem. 

In this scenario, which ONTAP command would help you troubleshoot this problem? 

A. application show-statistics 

B. qos statistics volume latency show 

C. cluster log-forwarding show 

D. storage aggregate verify 

Correct Answer: D 

 
 

/Ref erence: 

QUESTION 57 

How does SnapCenter communicate to ONTAP? 

A. through the admin SVM 

B. directly through a dedicated node 

C. through the Service Processor 

D. through a data SVM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 



 

QUESTION 58 

When using the storage aggregate show command, what are three valid RAID status states? (Choose three.) 

A. normal 

B. unknown 

C. mirror degraded 

D. offline 

E. reconstructing 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 
 

 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/ontap-9/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.dot-cm-cmpr-910%2Fstorage__disk__show.html 

QUESTION 59 An administrator wants to perform a patch upgrade on their ONTAP 

9.5 HA cluster. 

What are two ways to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the netboot procedure. 

B. Use the automated nondisruptive upgrade (ANDU) process in the Cluster CLI. 

C. Use the automated nondisruptive upgrade (ANDU) process from OnCommand System Manager. 

D. Use the storage disk updatefirmware command. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 
 

 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/ontap-9/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.dot-cm-ug-rdg%2FGUID-590B351F-BDDF-41B5-B0F1-391BEC7542E1.html 

QUESTION 60 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

The 0f FCP port is not showing up in the list of FC/FCoE and NVMe adapters as shown in the exhibit. 

What is the problem in this situation? 



A. The 0f FCP port is configured as a target port, but it is not connected to a switch. 

B. The 0f FCP port is configured as a CAN port for FCoE. 

C. The 0f FCP port is configured as an initiator. 

D. The 0f FCP port is configured as a target port, but no SFP+ is installed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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